
EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT

MOST OF THE MATERIAL HERE COMES FROM LECTURE NOTES OF PASCALINE DUPAS



THE RETURNS TO EDUCATION



INTRODUCTION

 Education can be a consumption good

 It is also a human right:

➢ United Nations (1948). Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948)

states: “Everybody has the right to education...Education shall be directed to the full

development of the human personality and to the strengthening of respect for human rights

and fundamental freedoms.”

➢ But from the point of view of the household, it is primarily considered an investment.



EDUCATION AS HUMAN CAPITAL

 Education is a form of “human capital” (along with health and on-the-job training or experience)

➢ The term “human capital” was introduced by Nobel Laureate Theodore Schultz in his 1960 presidential

address to the American Economics Association.

 Potential private returns: higher income, cognitive skills that can be useful outside labor force

(e.g. health choices), richer social network, etc.

 …But also potential social returns (externalities):

➢ less crime (since more educated have better outside options – and maybe more ingrained

social norms?)

➢ more informed political participation and decisions

➢ more technological progress (inventions/patents)

➢ children of educated mothers are healthier



EDUCATION AND DEVELOPMENT ACROSS COUNTRIES



EDUCATION AS HUMAN CAPITAL

 Level vs level: Very strong correlation between education and level of income across countries!

➢ The R2 of the regression line (red line on previous slide) is 0.65

▪ Growth vs level: Cross-countries studies often regress GDP growth on the level of education, and

also find large coefficient.

➢ Hanushek-Woessman (2010): one extra year of average schooling is associated with 0.58 percent extra
growth every year in GDP, between 1960 and 2000, conditioning on the initial GDP level.

▪ Growth vs Growth: Less evidence

➢ Is it because the NEW education is worse? Or push rather than pull?

➢ Is growth in education more mis-measured than levels?



EDUCATION AS HUMAN CAPITAL

 This raises a number of questions:

➢ Sources of this strong correlation in cross-country regressions?

➢ Which way does the causality go?

➢ If education is so important, need to understand the determinants of its provision, who

should pay for it, the optimal way to pay for it, etc.



THE MINCERIAN RETURNS TO EDUCATION

 Economist Jacob Mincer once hypothesized that each extra year of education raises income by

b%:

log incomei = a + b(years educationi) + c(experiencei) + ei

 This equation can be estimated from micro data

 If you run this regression, in pretty much any country you'll get an estimate of about 8-12% per

year of education.



THE MINCERIAN RETURNS TO EDUCATION



THE MINCERIAN RETURNS TO EDUCATION

 Concerns with running regression like that?

➢ Omitted variable bias

➢ What variables are omitted? Which direction is this likely to bias “b”?

 Challenge: Hard to find exogenous variation in education levels!

➢ people don't tend to flip a coin to decide whether to go to school

 Therefore a large literature in labor economics searches for instruments....



HOW HAVE PEOPLE ESTIMATED RETURNS TO EDUCATION IN

DEVELOPED COUNTRIES?

▪ Schooling laws (Angrist and Krueger, QJE 1991)

➢ Depending on the quarter of birth you are mandated to go to school from an earlier age

▪ Twin studies (Ashenfelter and Krueger (1994) and Ashenfelter and Rouse (1998))

➢ Identical twins have same genetic endowment and same family background, so comparing identical

twins with different education levels allows researchers to estimate effect of education holding IQ and

family background constant

➢ But still not great .... if same IQ and same parents, why didn't they get same level of education?

differences in intrinsic motivation, temperament? still likely omitted variable bias...



EVIDENCE FROM DEVELOPING COUNTRIES?

 Measuring the returns to education in developing countries is difficult:

➢ Studies typically use earnings of salary/wage workers: compare earnings by schooling.

Problematic because:

➢ Most workers in low-income countries are not wage workers

➢ Wages may not reflect productivity: e.g., artificially inflated government salaries

➢ Private earnings may understate returns: externalities (onto own health, child health, etc.)

❖ Externalities might be greater in poor country context since more of the responsibility is on the

individual (poor supporting infrastructure).



“SCHOOLING AND LABOR MARKET CONSEQUENCES OF 

SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION IN INDONESIA”

ESTHER DUFLO (AER, 2001)



“SCHOOLING AND LABOR MARKET CONSEQUENCES OF SCHOOL 

CONSTRUCTION IN INDONESIA”

 Esther Duflo (AER, 2001): exploits large primary school construction program in Indonesia in the

1970s (INPRES)

 Dif-in-Dif: Cohorts + Region fixed effects: compare same cohort across places more exposed to

school construction because of where construction, vs cohorts in these same places before vs

after construction started.

➢ Cohort: School construction campaign started in 1973: affect cohort age 12 or younger in 1973

➢ Places: More schools were built in regions that were initially lagging behind in term of education

 Called a “natural experiment” because differences generated by policy program (not a

randomized controlled experiment)



INPRES

 Huge program! 61,807 new schools were constructed in 6 years → there are about 100,000

primary schools in all of Mexico today.

➢ Essentially doubled of schools in Indonesia (financed by increased oil revenues)

➢ More than 1 school per 500 children aged 5-14 in 1971

 Cost = 1.5% of Indonesian GDP in 1973

 Large impact of the program on education levels

➢ Exploit this to estimate returns to education



DATA

 Data comes from the 1995 census: 152,989 individuals

 (Big) Problem: only 60,633 individuals working for a wage (others are self-employed)

➢ Sample selection problem: education affects ability to get wage-employment

➢ Deals with it in two separate ways: (1) Heckman correction, and (2) impute average earnings

for self-employed based on other dataset (SUSENAS)

 When use method 2, finds returns smaller than for wage-earner sample. Suggests that returns

to education in wage employment might be higher than in self-employment



ASSIGNMENT OF NEW SCHOOLS TO DISTRICTS

 Not random – this may introduced bias, example?

 New schools were supposed to be allocated to districts with the lowest enrollment rates:

number of schools to be constructed was to be proportional to the number of children of

primary school age not enrolled in school as of 1972

 See Table 2. Runs a regression of ln(INPRES schools) on population and (1− pre-treatment

enrollment rate). Coefficients are small:

➢ measurement error in the enrollment measure?

➢ possible mistargeting?

 However, its still the case that poorer districts got more schools

 The identification assumption is that children in places that got the schools would have had the

same education and returns to education if it was not for the schools



DIFFERENCES IN DIFFERENCES

eduacion

tiempo

Lugares con programa

Lugares sin programa

T0 T1
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DIFFERENCES IN DIFFERENCES

■ In regression form

Main assumption for causal identification: that the

treated group would have had the same time trend
as the controls were it not for being treated (parallel

trends assumption)

After

Before

Treated Control

y12-y11

y22-y21

(y22-y21) – (y12-y11)



DIF-IN-DIF ESTIMATES OF EDUCATION EFFECTS

 Outcome: years of education measures when they are adults

➢ First difference: high vs low intensity District

➢ Second difference: exposed vs non-exposed cohort

Places are different: 

even with program 

they have lower Edu

This is WHY we can 

not just compare 

across Districts

This could just be a 

time trend.

Removes the effect of 

place and time trend

So program caused 0.12 more years of education on average. Not statistically significant.



DIF-IN-DIF ESTIMATES OF EFFECTS ON WAGE

 Outcome: hourly wage

Places with the 

program earn less

They were poorer to 

start 

Young earn less

Removes the effect of 

place and cohort

So 0.026 more log(hourly wage) → Wald estimate: divide wage gain by education gain = 21% return



EXPLOITING THE VARIATION BETTER

 Dif-in-dif tables above show the crudest (most basic) way of looking at the data

 Can refine estimation a lot by exploiting all the regional variation

➢ not just high/low school construction intensity but a more precise measure of intensity

➢ and all cohorts, including those exposed partially

 Same dif-in-dif spirit but more continuous treatment measure effects, by age



REGRESSION SPECIFICATION AND RESULTS

Finds stronger effects (statistically speaking) this way:

 Education: +0.188 years (std. error: 0.03)

 Education, sample of wage earners: +0.259 (std. error: 0.049)

 Log(hourly wage): +0.027 (std. error: 0.008)

 Based on this, estimates Mincerian returns to education of around 10% (0.027/0.259=10.4%)

 Interestingly: IV estimate roughly equal to OLS! (was still worth doing the IV though...)

• Sijk = education of individual i born in region j in year k

• blk = cohort of birth fixed effect,

• a1lj = district of birth fixed effect, 

• Ti = dummy indicating whether the individual belongs to the ''young“ cohort

• Pj = intensity of the program in the region of birth

• Cj = vector of region-specific variables



EXPLOITING THE VARIATION BETTER

 Important caveat: results above are just for the wage earners

 When Duflo imputes earnings based on occupation for the self-employed, she finds much

smaller estimate of returns (3.2%)

 This starts to get us into what happens to the educated later? Are there opportunities to use the

education?



EXPLOITING THE VARIATION BETTER

 External validity: How representative do you think the Indonesia estimates will be for other

developing countries?

 Issue with the quality of education: if you increase the # of schools by 100% in 6 years, do you

have enough qualified teachers to teach in them?

➢ No....Number of teachers increased by 43%, number of schools increased by 100%, so

student/teacher ratio went way up

➢ If class size matters, Duflo's estimate of the returns to education will be a lower bound

(estimates of returns to not-so-great education)

 Also general equilibrium (GE) effects: what if newly educated cohort displaced older cohorts? if

everyone was educated they wouldn't be benefit as much possibly since wages go down with

increases in supply.



ROSENZWEIG (AER P&P, 1995): “WHY ARE THERE 

RETURNS TO SCHOOLING?”



WHY ARE THERE RETURNS TO SCHOOLING?

 Are the returns always high? What do they depend on?

 Rosenzweig (AER P&P, 1995): “Why are there returns to schooling?” argues that schooling only

valuable if there are opportunities to use that knowledge.

 “Schooling investments are not a universal panacea; reaping returns from such investments

requires that the cope of productive learning be expanded via either technical innovation or

changes in market and political regimes”



LITTLE GUIDING MODEL

 Uses a model where there is an input choice under uncertainty about what is the optimal input

choice. l measures returns to getting input right, q tilde is uncertain, q is choice by person j at

time t.

 Each period there is a different mean from the same distribution. There is learning. Under

Bayesian updating:

Precision of prior

How fast they learn

Education may affect both: 

• Initial guess→ outside info

• Speed of learning → lean faster



NO RETURN TO EDUCATION IF DOING RUTINARY TASKS

 Example: null return to education in Philippines's agriculture



 Huge differences in knowledge and effectiveness of pill/IUD if had college

 But little difference for taking a pill – which is an easier task

 Why? Rosenzweig says: rhythm is more complicated

➢ Point: education only matters if people are confronted with choices/challenges in which they need it



RECAP OF MINCER ESTIMATES

 Returns to education estimated from Mincerian specification ranges from 2.7% to 15.4%

 Mean of 9%, std dev 2.2% --- somewhat decreasing with avg years of schooling



FROM MICRO TO MACRO: PUZZLE 1

 Mean private returns estimated from Mincerian specifications across all studies: 9%

per year of education

 Given this, how much of the rich-poor country gap can be explained by differences in

education levels?

➢ Countries in top decile of education distribution have about 8 more years of education than those

in the bottom.

➢ So given estimates of Mincerian returns, they should have a GDP no more than twice (=10*10%)

the size if private returns were the only part of the story

➢ Puzzle: In fact they are about 15 times richer!



FROM MICRO TO MACRO: PUZZLE 2 

(BILL EASTERLY + LANT PRITTCHET CRITIQUE)

 Puzzle 2: Rapid growth in schooling throughout the world, especially in the past 50

years:

➢ The share of adults who never attended school decreased from 68% in 1960 to 37% in 2000

 BUT countries where education grew most rapidly have not seen higher GDP growth



COUNTRIES THAT INCREASED ENROLLMENT A LOT DID NOT GROW



 More generally, correlation between 1965-1985 GDP growth rate and years of

schooling growth rate is ZERO!

Source: Benhabib and Spiegel, JME 1994. Include data from all continents



EASTERLY – PRITCHETT CRITIQUE

 Easterly claims that some of the increase in primary education is forced by the government,

there is really no demand for it.

 Not that productive? If education was very productive, it would command much larger wages in

developing countries where it is scarce, but that is not the case:

 “Unskilled labor is abundant in India while skilled labor is scarce. Mankiw's assumptions implied the

wage for skilled labor should be three times larger in India than in the United States.”

 “In an economy with extensive government intervention, the activity with the highest returns to

skills might be lobbying the government for favors”

 “In an economy with incentives to invest in the future, students will apply themselves to their

studies, parents will monitor the quality of education, and teachers will face pressure to teach.”



EASTERLY – PRITCHETT CRITIQUE

 “In Pakistan, politicians dispense teaching positions as patronage.” Sounds familiar?

 “There is large-scale cheating at examinations, supervised by unscrupulous or intimidated

teachers.”

 “Three-quarters of the teachers could not pass the exams they administer to their students.”

 “A common pattern is that much more is spent on teacher salaries (a convenient vehicle for

political patronage) than on textbooks, paper, and pencils.”



DUFLO CLASS’S RESPONSE:

The Easterly critique is premature:

1. Education is not very well measured at the country level: hard to measure enrollment rate, to
account attendance, huge difference in quality from country to country. There is hardly one
thing called “education” that we can compare from country to country.

2. In particular in the countries where education has grown fastest after 1960, the quality of
education may also have decreased (as a result of the attempt to make it grow so fast): this
tells us that rapid educational expansion is difficult, not that it is useless!

➢ Schooling is not the same as education? quality of education matters

3. Some of the countries were education grew very fast also have had civil wars and other big
problems

➢ E.g. Angola, fought Portuguese colonialists from 1961 to 1975, and once they left, fought internally until
2002. Mozambique, fought the Portuguese from 1965 to 1975 and wound up in a civil war between 1981
and 1992. Senegal, Sudan.



TIMING SHOULD BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT

 Kremer and Thomson, 1998: Imperfect substitutability between young and old workers (only old

workers can be managers, since requires experience and authority....). So gradual adjustment of

technology to new, more educated labor force. So takes time for GDP to grow in response to

increases in education.



QUALITY OF EDUCATION



ENROLLMENT AND ATTENDANCE ARE NOT ENOUGH

 The introduction of Universal Primary Education (UPE) in many countries in the last 20 years

brought many kids to school

 But they don't seem to be learning much while there

➢ In Kenya school health interventions that much improved school attendance and participation
(preventive malaria treatment (Brooker et al., Lancet 2008); deworming (Miguel and Kremer, ECMA
2004)) had NO EFFECT on test scores!

 Many other stats available...

➢ In India, close to 60 percent of children in grade 4 cannot read a simple story at grade 2 level, and 76
percent cannot do simple division (Pratham 2005)

➢ In neighboring Pakistan, 80 percent of children in grade 3 cannot read a grade 1 paragraph (Andrabi
et al. 2009)

➢ In Kenya, 27 percent of grade 5 children cannot read even a simple paragraph (Uwezo 2010)



QUALITY VS QUANTITY



TEST SCORES MATTER, YEARS OF SCHOOLING NOT SO MUCH ONCE 

CONTROLLING FOR TEST SCORES



ENROLLMENT AND ATTENDANCE ARE NOT ENOUGH

 So they argue that what matters is cognitive skills, not schooling attainment per se

 Deficits in cognitive skills in developing countries is much larger than it would seem if only

consider school enrollment and attainment as metric for education

 Closing the economic gap with developed countries will require major structural changes in

schooling institutions, not just making sure kids go to school



KIDS ARE UNDERPERFORMING IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

 So what's keeping schoolchildren from learning in some countries?

 What enters the production function of cognitive skills…

 … and why are schools in poor countries not providing it?



INPUTS?

 Inputs

➢ No textbooks

➢ Large class sizes

 Review by Kremer and Holla (Annual Review 2009): main take-away is that more inputs

by themselves don't really make much of a difference

➢ also echoes earlier work by Hanushek



WHY AREN'T CHILDREN LEARNING?

 Too few official hours of instructions?

 The school year in India is only about 140 days, and each school day often lasts only 3 hours. By

contrast, children in most OECD countries spend between 180 and 200 days in school, with

longer school days of 6 to 8 hours.

➢ Mexico tiene 180-190 dias.

 De facto hours of instructions even fewer: In 2002 and 2003, the World Absenteeism Survey of

six countries, led by the World Bank, concluded that in Bangladesh, Ecuador, India, Indonesia,

Peru and Uganda, teachers miss one day of work out of five on average, and the ratio is even

higher (one in four) in India and Uganda

 Many of the ones present at the school don’t actually teach: teachers spend less than half the

time they are supposed to be teaching actually doing so (Chaudhury et al. 2006)



MISSING IN ACTION

 Nazmul Chaudhury, Jeffrey Hammer, Michael Kremer, Karthik Muralidharan, and Halsey Rogers (2006).

“Missing in Action: Teacher and Health Worker Absence in Developing Countries”, Journal of Economic

Perspectives.



FOR MEXICO WE KNOW LITTLE  -- THIS IS A NEWSPAPER ARTICLE

 “De todo el personal validado para el Pase de Lista 2017, y de acuerdo a las plazas registradas, 

se encontró que 64.0 por ciento de éstas desempeñaron actividades frente a grupo; respecto a 

2016 la cifra marcó 54.8 por ciento, es decir que se registró un incremento en el personal 

frente a grupo.”

 “Guanajuato se colocó como la entidad federativa puntera con un 76.6 por ciento, en tanto que 

Oaxaca mantiene el último lugar con sólo 40.5 por ciento.”

 https://www.elsoldemexico.com.mx/mexico/sociedad/profesores-de-oaxaca-los-primeros-en-

ausentismo-3275084.html



ENROLLMENT WITHOUT LEARNING: TEACHER 

EFFORT, KNOWLEDGE, AND SKILL IN PRIMARY 

SCHOOLS IN AFRICA

TESSA BOLD ET AL



MOTIVATION

 Enrollment in primary schools has increased dramatically.

 But UNESCO says there is a “global learning crisis”

 After 3 years of classes, 4/5 of students can not read simple words, and ½ cannot order numbers

from 1 to 999.

 Public schools comprise about 80% of the total numbers of schools.

➢ In Mexico is almost 90% → Public schools critical simply because they educate almost all primary
school kids.

 Teacher salaries comprise 70% of expenses.

 Parents have little say on how to run the public school of which teachers to hire/fire

➢ the same in Mexico and with the repeal of the education reform not even government.



HOW MUCH TIME DO TEACHERS TEACH

 44% teacher absentee rate on average

 1/3 of classrooms have no teacher teaching in the time of class!

 Of the teachers present, many of them spend close to 10% not teaching (in Latin America, this is

close to 20%).

➢ Combining this, teachers on average teach 2h 46m instead of 5h, 27m, almost half the time .



WHAT DO TEACHERS KNOW

 Interesting idea: instead of having teachers take exam, they make teachers grade exams.

language teacher is defined as having minimum knowledge for teaching if he/she scores at least 80 percent on the 
grammar, Cloze test, and correcting a student’s composition task of the language assessment. 



WHAT DO TEACHERS KNOW

 Burns and Luque (2014) for Peru, more than 8/10 the 6to de primaria tienen problemas con

relaciones matematicas y problemas simples.



AGAIN… WE HAVE LITTLE ANALYSIS FOR MEXICO



HOW WELL DO TEACHERS TEACH

 Asked teachers to prepare a lecture and provided text.

➢ Asked to extract information from the text and to state in 2 sentences what they expect children to learn.

➢ Prepare questions to ask students

➢ Ask to give feedback to students, and comment on learning progression

 Only 11% reached the threshold for minimum pedagogical knowledge



HOW WELL DO TEACHERS TEACH



WHY LOW EFFORT AND DEFICIENT KNOWLEDGE / PEDAGOGY?

 Selection: The threshold to become a teacher are low.

➢ Even the low standards asked for are not complied with (e.g. only 45% completed secondary education)

 No incentives for those already selected: pay is a function of age, not of performance.

 Low quality of teacher training

➢ A lot of time spent in the theory of teaching, and little of the actual material to be taught by them is covered

➢ Little actual practice of classroom teaching

➢ Trainers are not actually very professional they are teachers that have inherited low knowledge and bad
practices themselves→ I am almost sure this holds for Mexico too.



POLITICS AND VOTES TRUMP KIDS’ INTERESTS

 It is not lack of demand to be a teacher. There is excess demand, partly because salaries are

larger than in other professions. 4 the ratio of wage/GDP per capita than in developed

countries.

➢ An RD study found 100% higher from being a teacher that best next alternative.

 In Kenya 1/3 of 18,000 teachers where misallocated in the sense that officials “deviated” from

official algorithm and favored other applicants!!

➢ We know little about this in Mexico, but I suspect teachers have to be “good subjects” to get posts.



SUMMARY

 Teachers in sub-Saharan Africa “teach too little, and they lack the necessary skills and knowledge to

teach effectively when they do teach … these shortcomings, and especially poor teacher knowledge,

can account for a large share of the dramatic loss in human capital of students we observe already

after four years of school”

 What to do? What did Singapore and Korea did:

➢ Attract talented candidates – prepare well and select based on knowledge and ability

➢ Prepare teachers to teach

➢ Motivate them to teach and to keep improving (pay as a function of results, up or out)

➢ Computer aided learning?

 The problem: politics → vote buying, favors, etc. Policians have short term incentives,

kids don’t vote, and parents cannot evaluate quality.

 I also think (but do not have evidence) that because it is “free” they are not entitled to demand good service.



PRIVATE SCHOOLS CAN BE BAD AS WELL → SO NOT ALL IS POLITICS

 Graphs for the universe of primary schools in Mexico (2008-2013 data)



A BAD SCHOOL MOST LIKELY STAYS BAD, AND BAD PUBLIC SCHOOLS 

DON’T CLOSE



POLICIES



HOW ABOUT SIMPLY PAYING PEOPLE MORE?

1. Various efficiency wage models of employee behavior

2. Behavioral models of gift-exchange, reciprocity would predict it could increase performance.

3. models where effort on pro-social tasks is a normal good would predict higher salaries would increase

performance.

 Nice in theory...but in practice, mixed evidence

 de Ree et al. (2017): "Double for Nothing? Experimental Evidence on an Unconditional Teacher Salary

Increase in Indonesia"

➢ Unique policy change in Indonesia: base teacher salaries suddenly doubled.

➢ 2-3 years later: still no improvements in measures of teacher effort or student learning outcomes

➢ See also a study in Mexico: no effect of teacher incentives. Aligning learning incentives of teachers and

students did work: Results from a social experiment in Mexican high schools”, Behrman, Parker, Todd,

Wolpin, Journal of Political Economy



TEACHER QUALITY MATTERS A LOT!



“HOW DOES YOUR KINDERGARTEN CLASSROOM AFFECT YOUR EARNINGS? 

EVIDENCE FROM PROJECT STAR”   -- FROM CHETTY’S WEBPAGE

 What are the long-term impacts of early childhood education?

➢ Limited evidence because few datasets link information on childhood education with adult 

outcomes

 Link data from the STAR experiment to U.S. tax records to analyze how class assignment 

in grades K-3 affects adult outcomes



STUDENT/TEACHER ACHIEVEMENT RATIO (STAR) EXPERIMENT

 STAR experiment:

➢ Conducted from 1985 to 1989 in Tennessee

➢ One cohort of 11,571 children in grades K-3 at 79 schools

 Most children born in 1979-80 → graduate high school in 1998

 Students and teachers randomized into classrooms within schools

➢ Class size differs: small (15 students) or large (22 students)

➢ Classes also differ in teachers and peers

➢ Randomized into classroom upon entry and kept in small/large track from grades K-3



CORRELATION OF TEST SCORES IN KINDER GARDEN AND ADULT OUTCOMES

 What is a kindergarten test?

➢ Instructions: I’ll say a word to you. Listen for the

ending sound.

➢ You circle the picture that starts with the same

sound



LOOK AT SIMILAR GRAPHS WE MADE FOR MEXICO

 ENLACE tests in Mexico are predictive of pro-social outcomes: voting and crime



NO EFFECT OF CLASS SIZE

 No effect of being in a classroom of 15 vs 22 (other papers get different results on other

samples/research designs)



TEACHER/PEER EFFECTS

 Students randomly assigned to classes that differ in teacher and peer quality

→ Do teachers/peers affect adult outcomes?

 First test: does random assignment to a more experienced KG teacher improve adult outcomes?

➢ Not necessarily causal effect of raising teacher experience per se, since experienced teachers may also

differ on other dimensions such as dedication to teaching.



YES, TEACHER EXPERIENCE MATTERS (BUT NOT VERY STRONG EVIDENCE)



Teacher having a 

graduate degree does 

not matter

Characteristics of 

classmates do not 

matter in this experiment



THE VALUE ADDED OF TEACHERS



TEACHER/PEER EFFECTS

 Ver este video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vh22HBZMHvM

 How can we measure and improve the quality of teaching in elementary schools?

➢ One approach: “value-added” (VA) measures [Hanushek 1971, Murnane 1975, Rockoff 2004, Rivkin et al.

2005, Aaronson et al. 2007]

➢ Rate teachers based on their students’ test score gains

 School districts have started to use VA to evaluate teachers, leading to considerable debate

➢ Ex: Washington D.C. lays off teachers and offers bonuses using a metric that puts 50% weight on VA

measures

➢ Lawsuit in LA based on VA measures

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vh22HBZMHvM


DATA: SCHOOL DISTRICT

 Teacher and class assignments from 1991-2009 for 2.5 million children

 Test scores from 1989-2009

➢ Scaled scores standardized by grade and subject (math/reading)

➢ 18 million test scores, grades 3-8 (primary education)

 Exclude students in special ed. schools and classrooms (6% of obs.)



TEACHER VALUE-ADDED (SIMPLIFIED DISCUSSION)

 Ait = test score of student “i” in year “t”

 Xit = characteristics of student and his family, including lagged test score

 mjt = test score of student “i” in year “t”, VALUE ADDED OF TEACHER “j”

A dummy variable 

for each teacher in 

each year



DEBATE ABOUT TEACHER VALUE-ADDED

 Debate stems primarily from two intellectual issues:

1. Disagreement about whether VA measures are biased [Kane and Staiger 2008, Rothstein 2010]

 Do differences in test-score gains across teachers capture causal impacts of teachers or are they driven

by student sorting?

 if VA estimates are biased, they will incorrectly reward or penalize teachers for the mix of

students they get

2. Lack of evidence on teachers’ long-term impacts

 Do teachers who raise test scores improve students’ long-term outcomes or are they simply

better at teaching to the test?



VALUE ADDED WORKS! PLAUSIBLY CAUSAL ESTIMATES

Predicting score at t, using t-1 measures of VA VA measure uncorrelated with score predited

using parents characteristics (i.e. not sorting)



IDEA: USE TEACHER SWITCHING TO SCHOOL TO MEASURE THE CAUSAL EFFECT OF 

TEACHERS, AND TO VERIFY THAT VA MEASURE IS PREDICTIVE OF FUTURE INCREASES IN 

TEST SCORES

 Smith switches to a different school in 1995; Mas replaces him



MORE EVIDENCE SUPPORTING CAUSAL INTERPRETATION:

EFFECT ARRIVAL ONE HIGH (TOP 5%) VALUE-ADDED TEACHER: 0.035 SD.

Control group: one 

grade before

Effect on the 

whole cohort, so 

diluted



EFFECT EXIT OF LOW (BOTTOM 5%) VALUE ADDED TEACHER



DATA: TAXES

 Selected data from U.S. federal income tax returns from 1996-2010

➢ Includes non-filers via information forms (e.g. W-2’s)

 Student outcomes: earnings, college, teenage birth, neighborhood quality

 Parent characteristics: household income, 401k savings, home ownership, marital status, age at

child birth

➢ Omitted variables from standard VA models

 Approximately 90% of student records matched to tax data



EFFECT ON GOING TO COLLEGE AND COLLEGE QUALITY



EFFECT ON EARNINGS 



HIGH VALUE ADDED TEACHERS CAUSE 1%-2% INCREASE IN INCOME AT 28

 There are effects in teenage births, living in better neighborhoods
and having savings in 401K



BENCHMARKING

 1sd increase in VA in a single grade, increases earnings by $350, this is about 1.3% of mean

earnings.

 This is about $7,000, brought back to present value at age 12 (=$522,000 is present value of

earnings if US citizens X 1.3%)

 From a purely financial perspective, parents should be willing to pay about $7,000/year to get a

1 SD higher VA teacher for their child

 Another benchmark: having a teacher in low 1% of VA distribution = missing 1/3 of a year of

school.



POLICY PROPOSAL 1: FIRING OF LOW VA TEACHERS

 What are the gains from replacing teachers with VA in bottom 5% with teachers of median

quality (Hanushek 2009)?

 Use estimates to evaluate gains from improving teacher quality, measure impact of teacher VA

on present value of lifetime earnings

 Assumptions

➢ Ignore general equilibrium effects and non-monetary gains

➢ Constant percentage impact on earnings over life

➢ Life-cycle earnings follows cross-sectional life-cycle path in 2010

➢ 2% wage growth with 5% discount rate back to age 12

 NPV gain for a class of average size: $407,000, per class



INDUCING BETTER SELECTION THROUGH BETTER SALARIES

 Though offering higher wages could attract higher performer to do the job (so new generations

of service providers could be higher quality)

 There is some evidence (for Mexico actually) showing that bigger salaries DOES attract better

bureaucrats: Dal Bo, Finan and Rossi (QJE 2013): “Strengthening State Capabilities: The Role of Financial

Incentives in the Call to Public Service”

 ... but current teachers and health workers have job protection so it will take 40 years before

the entire workforce has been changed!

 What can be done in the meantime besides offering better salaries and filtering out bad

applicants?



OTHER STRATEGIES CONDITIONAL ON CURRENT 

TEACHERS



ELITE BIAS: TEACHERS

 Teachers often only care about teaching the top students, because teachers tend to be judged

based on how many students they manage to send to, say, top level secondary schools

 e.g. in Kenya context, focus on making sure top 10% of students get very high KCPE score

 means rest of the classroom does not understand material

 in this context, sorting students by ability can actually help, because it forces the teachers

assigned to the “bottom half” to teach at the right level (Duflo, Dupas, Kremer, AER 2011)



THE EFFECTS OF TRACKING (TEACHING AT THE RIGHT LEVEL)

 Duflo Dupas, Kremer (AER 2011): “Peer Eefcts and the Impact of Tracking...”

 Of 280 schools, half were paid to divide students into groups by how well they were doing.

 Everyone benefited from tracking

➢ Controlling for the type of teacher and class size, students in tracking schools perform 0.14

standard deviations higher on average.

➢ This effect appears to be due to changes in what the teacher taught and how much effort the

teacher put in.

 Problem: hard to distinguish the effect of different peers vs the effect of different material.



OTHER STUDIES

 There is a huge number of papers varying inputs and incentives, I have not even scratched surface.

➢ Remedial teacher are effective

➢ Computer assisted learning works

 For the interested student you can find summaries here:

➢ Muralidharan, K. 2017. "Field Experiments in Education in Developing Countries" in Handbook of Field Experiments, Vol. 

2 

➢ Glewwe, P. and K. Muralidharan. 2016. Improving School Education Outcomes in Developing Countries: Evidence, 

Knowledge Gaps, and Policy Implications" in Handbook of Economics of Education, Vol. 5 



THIS IS ONE CONCLUSION BY PASCALINE DUPAS + MINE

 Teachers need:

➢ A more motivating curriculum (trying to teach nuclear physics to students who cannot read is difficult...)

➢ Some direct incentives to do their job (e.g. promotion or raise prospects, etc.)

 Children need:

➢ Good teachers

➢ A curriculum that addresses their needs

➢ Some encouragement to do well? (Kremer, Miguel, Thornton, 2009, on incentives to learn)

 What we do not yet grasp, and it is more a political economy question than an education one per se, is 

how to organize the school system to make sure it delivers those basic ingredients

 Current debate about “cheap” private school model



SKILLS, EDUCATION, AND THE RISE OF EARNINGS 

INEQUALITY AMONG THE “OTHER 99 PERCENT”

DAVID AUTHOR, SCIENCE 2015



RISE OF EARNINGS INEQUALITY IN US AND DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

 Popular discussion of inequality focuses on “top 1 percent”

➢ Lack of consensus among economists regarding the primary causes of the rise of very top incomes F.

Alvaredo et al., J. Econ. Perspect. 27, 3–20 (2013), J. Bivens, L. Mishel, J. Econ. Perspect. 27, 57–78

(2013); A. Bonica et al., J. Econ. Perspect. 27, 103–124 (2013)

 But what about the other 99%?

➢ Interplay between the supply and demand for skills

➢ In the United States 2/3 of the overall rise of earnings dispersion between 1980 and 2005 is

accounted for by the increased premium associated with schooling in general and postsecondary

education in particular.



TOP 1% INCOME DID INCREASE, BUT SO DID COLLEGE VS NON COLLEGE

 Between 1979 and 2012, the share of all household income accruing to the top percentile of

U.S. households rose from 10.0% to 22.5%

➢ If these were redistributed to other 99%, then each of these households would get $7107: 14% of the

income of the median U.S. household in 2012.

 Economists frequently use the college/high school earnings gap as a summary measure of the

“return to skill”

➢ The earnings gap between the median college-educated and median high school–educated among U.S.

males working full-time in year-round jobs was $17,411 in 1979, and doubled to $34,969 in 2012



COLLEGE VS HIGH SCHOOL EARNINGS (AN INTERNATIONAL PHENOMENA)

 Redistribution from high school to college people is four times as large as the redistribution that has

notionally occurred from the bottom 99% to the top 1%

 OECD (1980 to 2011), the change in the ratio

of full-time earnings of males at the 90th

percentile relative to males at the 10th

percentile of the wage distribution.

➢ in 1980: 2.0 in Sweden and 3.6 in the US.

➢ Ratio increased in all but France over 30

years.

➢ 25pp in 10 countries, by at least 50pp in 8

countries, and by more than 100pp in New

Zealand, the United Kingdom, and the

United States.



HOW MUCH CAN EDUCATION EXPLAIN OF THE INEQUALITY INCREASE?

… A LOT

 Increase in the education wage premium explains about 60 to 70% of the rise in the dispersion

of U.S. wages between 1980 and 2005 (Goldin and Katz)

 Firpo et al. found that rising returns to education can explain just over 95% of the rise of the U.S.

male 90/10 earnings ratio between 1984 and 2004.



IS IT A DIPLOMA OR IS IT SKILLS THAT ARE REWARDED?

 Used PIAAC: an internationally harmonized test of

adult cognitive and workplace skills (literacy,

numeracy, and problem-solving), administered by

the OECD to large, representative samples of

adults in 22 countries between 2011 and 2013.

 The length of each bar reflects the average

percentage earnings differential between full-time

workers ages 35 to 54 who differ by one standard

deviation in the PIAAC score.

1. Cognitive skills are substantially rewarded across all 22 economies.

2. US has the largest skill-premium

3. If U.S. wages were determined mainly by luck, beauty, or family 

connections, we would expect little connection between workers’ 

cognitive ability and their labor market rewards



OK, SKILLS ARE REWARDED: BUT WHY THE INCREASE IN TIME?

 The skill premium depends upon:

➢ what skills employers require (skill demand)

➢ and what skills workers have acquired (scarcity---skill supply).

Demand:

“As physical labor has given way to cognitive labor, the labor market’s demand for formal analytical skills,

written communications, and specific technical knowledge— what economists often loosely term cognitive

skills—has risen spectacularly..”

Supply:

“The central determinant of the supply of skills available to an advanced economy is its education system”



QUANTITIES: CHANGES IN SUPPLY AND DEMAND IN TIME

 1900-1940: US universal high school education.

➢ The high school movement was led by the farm

states.

 1963-1982: fraction of all U.S. hours worked that

were supplied by college graduates rose by

almost 1pp per year

 After 1982, the rate of intercohort increase fell

by almost half to 0.47pp per year—and did not

begin to rebound until 2004.

➢ Wage premium (price) started just when

supply (quantity) lagged



SUPPLY HAS NOT KEPT IN PACE WITH DEMAND.

USED DIFFERENCES IN QUANTITIES TO PREDICT PRICES, WORKS!

 Supply = how many college graduates there are in

that year

 Demand = time trend to capture increased

demand for more skills

 Regress wage premium against those 2 variables:

very close match!

➢ Declining skill premium in the 1970s

➢ Rise during the 1980s, 1990s, and early 2000s

➢ A plateau commencing after 2005.



COLLEGE IS WORTH IT

expect to earn working full-time, full-year over a career of 42 years, with a discount rate of 3%, assuming that college 

graduates delay the start of earnings for 4 years while in school.



WHY HAS SUPPLY NOT KEPT UP?

 Message is finally getting through: during the first decade of the 21st century, the U.S. high school

graduation rate rose sharply after having been essentially stagnant since the late 1960s →

flattening of premium after 2005.

Why has supply lagged? What can be done about it?

 Information?

 Money to pay for education?

 To few schools / too few good teachers? → college tuition has increased more than inflation.



IS INEQUALTITY BAD?

 Note that some inequality is necessary to signal that skills have value, and to convince students to

exert effort and go to school.

 Note: inequality is different from mobility.

 One worry with inequality is that parents –who put effort to earn more--- “buy” success for their

kids: that is that there is NO equality of opportunity.

 Another worry (Rawlsian) is that some people get lucky, and the unlucky ones should not be left

behind.

 There are studies showing how successful people overestimate their own role in their success. This is one

ingredient of Michael Sandel’s new book: “the Tiranny of Merit”



MORE INEQUALITY IS CORRELATED WITH LOWER MOBILITY



INEQUALITY OPENS UP EARLY



INEQUALITY OPENS UP EARLY



TO MAKE IT WORSE, THE INCREASE IN INEQUALITY HAS PARTLY COME FROM A 

DECREASE IN WAGES OF THOSE WITHOUT COLLEGE!!



THE CUPLRITS

1. Automation (computers and robots)

2. Globalization

3. Decline in unionization: fraction of private-sector workers who belong to labor unions—has fallen from 24% in 1973 to 7%

in 2011

 Some (not all) of this is policy driven:

➢ Fall in the minimum wage

➢ Sharp reductions in top federal marginal tax rates that have raised after-tax inequality and increased the incentive of highly
paid workers to seek still higher compensation

➢ Going after labor unions

▪ There is debate also about whether for the top 1% is primarily a market phenomenon (since US is an outlier)

➢ Or instead reflects changing social norms, growing corporate misgovernance, slackening regulatory oversight, or increasing
political capture of the policymaking process by elites.



IS THERE NO ROLE FOR POLICY?

 Even if it was a market phenomenon, that does NOT mean that there is no role for policy.

 “Policies that appear most effective over the long haul in raising prosperity and reducing inequality are those

that cultivate the skills of successive generations:

➢ excellent preschool through high school education; broad access to postsecondary education;

➢ good nutrition, good public health, and high quality home environments.”

➢ Reasonable minimum wage, regulation to avoid exploitative worker conditions and market power

➢ Social insurance.

Such policies address inequality from two directions:

(i) enabling a larger fraction of adults to attain high productivity, rewarding jobs, and a reasonable standard of

living

(ii) raising the total supply of skills available to the economy, which in turn moderates the skill premium and

reduces inequality



 Ver este podcast: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nl4wyoQikpM

 Y este: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ed4YoyZg9g&list=LL&index=57

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nl4wyoQikpM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-Ed4YoyZg9g&list=LL&index=57


SOME POLICIES TO INCREASE EDUCATION

1) SCHOLARSHIPS

2) INFORMATION



PLEASE READ FOR NEXT CLASS:

1) “Credit Access And College Enrollment”

2) “Report Cards: The Impact Of Providing School And Child Test Scores On Educational 

Markets”

3) Leer reporte del Banco Mundial



REPORT CARDS PAPER



SOME FIGURES FROM OUR RESEARCH IN MEXICO



SOME FIGURES FROM OUR RESEARCH IN MEXICO

 Una gran proporcion de alumnos se cambian a peores escuelas



MOTIVATION

 Empirical evidence on the impact of information provision on quality is mixed. 

 Providing information in the presence of both a public sector and a (competitive) private market 

for schooling in a low-income country. 

➢ They want to encourage competition

 Generate report cards with test scores of children and the mean test scores of all schools in the 

village. 

 Give to both: households and schools.

 Innovation: study the market as a whole.

 The hypothesis is that this will make schools improve teaching, as parents can either (a) pressure

for improvements, or (b) switch schools.



OVERVIEW OF RESULTS: TREATMENT VS CONTROL COMPARISONS

 Knowledge improved

 Test scores increased by 0.11sd

➢ 0.09sd in public schools

➢ More gain in markets with more competitors

 Fees in private schools decreased 17%

 Enrollment increased by 3%

 Bad private schools shutdown more

 Mechanism: not switching, but evidence of increased interactions of parents with schools

 No change in household investment, but increase in qualifications of teachers in public schools and 
more homework



THEY TRY TO TIE THE RESULTS TO A MODEL

 The model they use is one of asymmetric information. 

 It is a signaling model

➢ Quality is unobservable directly 

➢ But can be inferred from a costly signal (e.g. investments of the school)

➢ Single crossing property: it is cheaper for higher quality schools to invest in a signal.

➢ schools want to be perceived as high quality because then they can put a higher price.

➢ In equilibrium high quality schools overinvest ---more than is efficient--- in quality in order to signal that they are 
good quality and in order for the low-quality schools not to imitate them.

➢ In equilibrium, price, quality and the signal are positively correlated. This is what sustains the equilibrium

 Providing information helps break the equilibrium → the signal may decrease for the high-quality 
schools, as require it less to communicate information.

➢ They show that depending on beliefs, quality may increase for low quality schools.



PREVIOUS PAPERS

 Banerjee et al: Provided parents with information on test scores on their kids, but NOT on school 

comparisons. Find no effect on test scores.

 Hastings et al: Provided info to parents about schools. Asked about intentions of where they would 

enroll them, and found that test scores increased.

 Some papers on hygiene cards (but they start from a pooling equilibrium

 How does increasing information about product quality affect the nature of competition in the market?

➢ A very difficult thing to measure, usually. A very clean intervention here.



PAKISTANI SCHOOL SETUP

 Sample of 112 villages; 630 household per village

➢ average of 8 primary schools per village

➢ 166 children per village in school (grade 3): about 20 students per school on average?

➢ Some government school, some private schools, public schools are mostly on outskirts

 Sample: 12,000 students, 5,000 teachers, 823 school, 2,000 households



PAKISTANI SCHOOL SETUP



SUM STATS

 Households spend 3–5% of their monthly budget on each child’s schooling, Rs 1,200 ( US$20)

 Increasing the distance of the nearest school by 500m reduces enrollment by 1.5 to 3pp for boys 

and 9 to 11pp for girls

 Competitive landscape:

➢ the average private school has at least 3 other schools around it.

➢ HH is consistent with competitive environment

➢ Profits 14,580 ~ salary of a male teacher: appropriate option value

➢ Little evidence of segmented markets (by wealth, parental education, etc).

➢ Choice matters: within village variation of  test scores = 83% of the total test score variation in our data. Even 

within private schools, the interquartile range for test scores lay between –0.08 and 0.7sd.



HOW MUCH DO PARENTS KNOW?

 Baseline testing of children in schools, using standardized tests

 Regress perception of school quality of parents (scale 1 to 5) against score: 

➢ A positive correlation between average test score and perception

➢ Parents rate their own schools higher

➢ Parents rate schools charging higher fees higher, even controlling for test scores



POSITIVE CORRELATION OF PRICE AND TEST SCORES

 Parents have some info, on private schools at least → willing to pay more in higher quality schools 

(separating equilibrium)

 A 1sd increase in baseline test scores is associated 

with a 0.45sd (Rs 369) increase in school fees

 Not driven by more infrastructure as measured by 

authors



TREATMENT

 2004: testes all children in grade 3.

 Sept 2004 after summer break: Gave report cards to all schools and parents in half of the 

villages.

 No advocacy or plan of action --- pure information. 

 Timing may limit switching: “From a welfare and policy point of view, it may be more desirable to give schools 

time to respond to information by altering their price and investing in quality, as opposed to encouraging 

parents to immediately exit schools with low test scores”

 April 2005: regular admissions.

 They promise to do it again next year → this gives incentive for schools to improve



HOW MUCH DO PARENTS KNOW?

 Baseline testing of children in schools, using standardized tests

 Quintile rank



EMPIRICAL MODEL

 At the village (i.e. market) level.

 District dummies, RC =1 for treatment villages.

 At the school or student level: because results may differ for private/public (GOV), or initial quality (HIGH) 



UPDATING OF INFO

 Col 3: before the messages. 1sd increase in test scores 

is associated with a 0.22 (0.44sd) increase in the 

perception of school quality (1 = very poor,  5 = very 

good)

➢ So they have some info

 Col 4: After the messages → Sensitivity of perceptions to 

school-quality increase.

➢ The effect seems small to me: 1sd increase in score 

implies .05 (=.11*.44) increase in perception.

➢ Little learning in the control



FEES AND TEST SCORES

 17% reduction in fees.

 Scores improved by 0.12sd: this is close to 40% of yearly gains.

 persistent in year 2, and for the same students (not a compositional effect).



ENROLLMENT, SWITCHING, DROPOUT

 Enrollment increased 3.9pp

➢ Mostly in grade 1, and in grade 4 (maybe they are kids that were about to drop)

➢ No switching/dropout

➢ Low scoring private schools lose 4.5 kids, and public schools gain 5.



PRICE QUALITY GRADIENT DECREASES → CONSISTENT WITH SEPARATING 

EQUILIBRIUM

 Large and significant decline in the price-quality gradient in 

treatment villages relative to control villages, as a consequence 

of the report cards.

 if a school in a treatment village has a 1sd higher test score at 

baseline, it experiences a Rs 281 greater decline in fees



EFFECT ON TEST SCORES BY INITIAL QUALITY

 Private schools:

➢ High scoring ones did not improve

➢ Low scoring ones did improve

▪ Public schools:

➢ High scoring ones improve more but authors lack power to distinguish. On average they all 

include 0.09sd



CHANNELS

 Schools:

➢ 2pp (out of 79pp) public school teachers with high school degrees.

➢ Low quality private schools increase teaching time

 Parents:

➢ Less time devoted to kids school chores

➢ Parental involvement in schools and knowledge of who their kid’s teacher is increased by

14sd and 38sd



OTHER POINTS

 Do public schools increase because of parents complaints?

 Cards were provided to both: parents and schools → they cannot separate

 Price declines happen at the same time as quality increases → this smells like asymmetric 

information.

➢ High quality provides lose informational rents

 Test scores increased more in more competitive markets

 Did not measure non-cognitive skills

 Cost is $1usd, about same magnitude as decrease in fees



COST-EFFECTIVE APPROACHES TO IMPROVE GLOBAL LEARNING

WORLD BANK DOCUMENT



SYSTEM CHANGE

The report correctly emphasizes that piecewise interventions will not be as effective as system 

wide change.

Ensuring learning for all children and youth requires an education system that is coherent and 

aligned toward learning.

This in turn requires political commitment to help systems escape low-learning traps—and it 

requires commitment not just from education ministers, but also from the heads of government. 



MAIN POINTS LISTED IN THE WORLD BANK

1. Information: “Information to parents and children on the income-earning benefits of education 

(where these are not known or not prominent in people’s minds); on sources of funding available; 

and on the quality of local schools has increased attendance and learning at low cost”

 Mixed evidence on providing information to teachers

 Needs information of decent quality from a trusted source 

 Means to act on the information→ schools nearby 

 Enough access to decision-making structures that they can spur action.

 Messages or videos (Chile, Peru), parents’ meetings (Madagascar, Chile, Dominican Republic), or school 

report cards (Pakistan). 



MAIN POINTS LISTED IN THE WORLD BANK

2. Better teaching: “The most effective interventions change how teachers teach”

 step-by-step lesson guides. 

 Materials, ongoing training, and monitoring --- Applied at the right level 

 Kenya that combined these elements  was associated with a 30pp increase in children reaching national benchmarks in 

both English and Kiswahili

3. Target teaching instruction by learning level not grade (in or out of school):

 To students falling behind

 grouping children for all or part of the day based on their learning level

 government teachers, volunteers, or teaching assistants and implemented during school, make-up classes after school, 

or during holidays.



MAIN POINTS LISTED IN THE WORLD BANK

4. Reduce travel time to school:

 Community schools in houses

 Bicycles, and busing

5. Merit based scholarships:

 Need-based aid alone can fail to lead to learning gains, as was found in Cambodia. 

 In Kenya, scholarships were provided to girls who performed well in their 6th grade exams, and 10 high-quality studies in 

7 other countries further support the finding of the effectiveness of such incentives

 design scholarships so they do not end up mainly going to students who are already advantaged 

 These are not voucher programs that let top students go to private schools as these can increase inequality (Mmm)



MAIN POINTS LISTED IN THE WORLD BANK

6. Software that adapts to the learning level of the child (where hardware is already in schools)

 They emphasize that buying hardware and maintenance may NOT be worthwhile.

 This intervention is for schools that already have the software. What has happened in Mexico is that there is no internet 

they steal the computers, etc.

 Less evidence for developing countries 

7. Pre-primary education (ages 3-5). 

 millions of poor children show lower levels of language and cognitive development than their better-off peers over the 

first 5 years of life

 Provided early stimulation and social-emotional support better than at home.

 There is evidence from the U.S. of the dynamic complementarity: the effects of pre-primary education on adult earnings 

and educational attainment compounded when followed by strong primary education systems, and vice-versa.
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